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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basis– Rainbow on weeds, Brooks publication, DiTomaso/Johnson (2006)…Approach: based on information from the literature, mainly scientific publicationsNo field observations/expertise, no tactical fire experienceWe’ll use concepts to map out the terrain, examples to illustrate the concepts.
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Objectives

1. Recognize limits to knowledge about fire & weeds
2. Understand relationships among fire, site, weed 

invasions, & fire regime
3. Understand how prescribed fire can increase 

weeds
4. Understand strategies for using fire to reduce 

weeds
5. Recognize need to apply experience & monitoring 

to improve management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll look at some thought processes for considering fire & weeds. Not prescriptions, but ways to think about this issue, questions to ask. All ecology is local; what concepts can you pull out of your pocket to solve a problem?



Fire Effects Information System (FEIS)
www.fs.fed.us/database/feis

Wildland Fire in Ecosystems 
(“Rainbow”) Series

vol. 6– Fire and Nonnative 
Invasive Plants  (2008)

The Use of Fire as a Tool for 
Controlling Invasive Plants (2006)

DiTomaso & Johnson, eds.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Information sources: FEIS, CRS, Tall Timbers Library, Rainbow, FWS pubThere’s overlap but none are redundant. I’d use all of these as needed.



1. Recognize limits to our knowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start by looking at the whole reservoir of knowledge about fire & weeds. The water is a lot shallower than in the reservoirs of knowledge about many native spp that we “manage”.This has a significant impact on the manager, increasing the need to “pay attention” in the field, increasing the need to assess information from the literature carefully.



Purple 
loosestrife

Topics covered in lit as of ~2003

Zero!Zero!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be aware that, even for nonnative invasive that are widespread spp (the ones we’re most familiar with in FEIS and Rainbow), the literature is very shallow. (It only gets worse for spp that are less widespread and new arrivals). For most nonnative invasives, coverage of ANY fire-related topics is very sparse. How much information is available on purple loosestrife (LYTSAL, has potential to dominate wetland plant communities though maybe overblown in some areas)? Of the 6 fire-related topics, as of 2003 it had lit on only 2. Of the 4 fire regime descriptors, no coverage in the literature.



Zero!

Privet spp.

Topics covered in lit as of ~2003

Zero!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maybe scientists avoid loosestrife, and there’s more info on other spp. Nope.Same problem on 4 nonnative privet spp (LIGSPP, southern & eastern states, “dense, impenetrable thickets”). Lit on only 2 fire-related topics, nothing on any fire regime topic.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
These 2 spp are not unusual. Between 2001 and 2006, FEIS ecologists wrote 43 reviews on nonnative invasive spp (covering 60 spp). Black represents complete absence of information in the lit as of writing time; shades of blue represent 1-2-+ citations. “If you have 1 citation, you know everything. If you have two, you don’t know anything any more.”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same pattern with the fire regime descriptors, but much worse. If you did this with dominant native spp, you’d have something in every column of the first graph & maybe half of the columns in this graph. So the reservoir is very shallow. ~~~How can you use this information appropriately & ~~~where can you go for more? 



• Based on observations? 

• Relevant to your plant community?

• Details about treatments, conditions?

• How many years’ followup?

Using sparse science appropriately for your
management problem:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Suppose you find information– in a review, extension leaflet, FEIS, or article. The source says St. Johnswort was killed by fire (West… CA… impacts on grazing land). Does that mean you can use fire on your site to kill it? First, ask some questions:~~Is the assertion based on observations? Did someone go look, or just quote someone else?~~Where is the report from– a plant community similar to yours?~~Can you tell what conditions & fires were like– preburn, fuels, disturbance history, fire weather & fuel moisture, fire behavior, postburn weather?~~How long did they follow up? Sadly, most science follows up for about as long as it takes to complete a graduate degree…



“A 12-year study comparing burned with 
unburned plots reported that survival was 
consistently less than 5% after spring burns in 
Pennsylvania beech-maple forest …”

“Two plants survived 
and one died…”

“A handbook published by a chemical 
company reports that glyphosate …”

“The authors 
suggest that…

Using sparse science appropriately for your
management problem:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you’re using a lit review, a good writer will help you answer questions like these. A good writer will give you some idea how generalizable the information is (ie, its scope of inference). A good writer will hedge information that seems narrow–telling you about the nature of the observations being described, or that assertions are/are not based on data or observations. All that stuff about “So-and-so suggests…” or “A study in northern Idaho indicates…” is there for a reason in a good review. Sorry but, if this is critical information for your planning, you’ll have to read at least some of the fine print.



The Mystery of the Giant Bronze Beetle—
Kris Zouhar, FEIS editor

Monnig 1987: “…the 
town of Eureka, 
California has … a 6-
foot bronze statue of 
this beetle.”

PBS– Scientific American 
Frontiers: “… so thrilled 
with the results [of 
biocontrol], they erected a 
statue of Chrysolina in the 
town of Arcata.”

Newsletter, Upper Gila 
Watershed Alliance: 
“… ranchers erected a 
statue of the beetle in 
Arcadia.”

Online bio text: “… commemorative plaque at the Agricultural 
Center Building in Eureka, California.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
~~If a lit review or fact sheets, extension documents, etc… consider finding the source document if critical to your task. People misquote their citations: the myth of the giant bronze beetle in honor of Chrysolina beetle introduced as a biocontrol for St Johnswort in California, 1945-1946.



DIY:
• Network!
• Learn local weeds & disturbance history
• Are there maps, GIS layers? Models of 

weed spread? 
• Are invasives in proposed burns? 

Nearby?
• Use pilot projects, test plots, pay 

attention (monitor), adapt.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what are you going to do?  Never burn again?  No– do it yourself. Use generalizations for guidance, get as much information as possible on local conditions. Try things, monitor & adapt. How to get more info?  Do it yourself.  Local knowledge– talk to the weed folks, go into the field with them, share crews, find out about inventories & look at them. Are there GIS layers about weeds or disturbance history? Are there models of weed spread for spp in your area? Models that could help with prioritizing & optimizing (eg Chung & Jones Weed Treatment Planner (WTP 1.0). Try stuff: Do pilot projects, test plots. Monitor & adapt.  Let us know if we have an incomplete or wrong item in FEIS.



2. Understand relationships among fire, 
site, weed invasions, & fire regime

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what general understanding can we bring to bear on the subject, given the fact that we will use constant vigilance  in management?  Let’s be academic for a minute to cover a few conceptual things.



Invasive:  A species that establishes, 
persists, spreads, and causes ecological 
harm (Westbrooks 1998, Randall 1997)

Examples of ecological harm:
• Reduced abundance and/or diversity of 

native plants & animals
• Reduced wildlife forage or habitat
• Altered processes (soil, hydrology), possibly 

including…
• Altered disturbance regime

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussion is impeded if we don’t speak the same language. Let’s use these basics.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice that the definition of “invasive” doesn’t include “exoticness” or “nonnativeness”. Examples-- Black locust: Native to mid- & s-Appalachians, Ozarks… invasive in NE & NC states, sprouter & seed banker, often increases available N on site, impacts on Albany pine bush (pitch pine-scrub oak) & Karner blue habitat (oak-pine barrens). Photo: FEIS	“Native” vs. “nonnative” distinction is also problematic when “parts” of the species are native & parts not (eg common reed). There are 12 haplotypes in US, 1 of them nonnative & invasive in Great Lakes & along Atlantic coast.Which brings us to a simpler definition of an invasive species: one that’s living where it’s not wanted!



Ruderal:  growing where vegetation cover 
has been disturbed… Watch for massive 
seed production, rapid growth.

Ruderal = necessarily Invasive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One more term: Often when people say “weedy species,” they mean ruderal: the ones that establish well & reproduce prolifically on sunny sites and mineral soil, especially in recent disturbance, then decline. Prickly lettuce did this after the 1988 Yellowstone fires– Density was [low on low-severity burns, but] 100/ha on severe burns 3 years after fire, then decreased by 50% at the end of the study, postfire yr 5 (Turner & others 1997). This species, by the way, is ruderal but mostly ephemeral, peaking 2 to 5 years after fire & then declining. So ruderal doesn’t necessarily mean invasive.



1
Plant species is not yet 
established in the area. 

2
Plant species is 

established but not 
causing substantial 
ecological effects

3
Plant species spreads 

and causes 
ecological\harm

4
Fire regime is altered and 

an invasive plant/fire 
regime cycle is 

established

Stages of invasion

1
Plant species is not yet 
established in the area, 

but a source of 
propagules is nearby 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s think about the process that takes a site from weed-free to severely messed up by weeds, especially in regard to fire:No worries but keep an ear to the ground & an eye on the land. Where might propagules come from? Can you keep them out? Who’s selling holly for landscaping? Who’s got purple loosestrife in the flower garden? Who’s selling it?  Story about NPS giving away Hydrilla specimens from the Capitol Reflection Pond as souvenir from visit to DC. Constant vigilance!2) OK, well, maybe it’s going to just hang out– not be invasive (example: dandelion in N. Rockies). Should you get aggressive about eradication or just watch?3) Uh-oh, what’s it doing? how can you control it without (further) degrading native community? In terms of fire, if it hasn’t altered fuels so they burn differently, you’re still only on one of the upper circles of hell.4) You’ve just gone down a circle or two into weed hell.  We hear a lot about this kind of ecological harm, we worry about it, and yet it’s difficult to document. It usually can be documented only when the invasion is already successful. Fuels &/or microclimate have been altered to the point where some aspect of the fire regime is altered. Examples where it is demonstrated:



Nonnative Grass / Fire Cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cheatgrass in sagebrush– well studied. (According to Louisa, in Basin Big sites where the sagebrush is in pretty good shape, cheatgrass is somewhat ephemeral. Where site is beat-up by grazing, it persists– as in Wyoming Big sites, which are drier.) If your management unit is in this condition, what is the appropriate response? Aggressive rehabilitation? Giving up on a native community & following the new trajectory? 



?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alteration of historical fire frequency & severity by invasives is not all in the direction of more frequent, more severe fire: Chinese tallow in Gulf States establishes in coastal prairie, historically characterized by frequent fires. Once tallow matures, its shade reduces surface fuels, and moisture in the canopy usually precludes fire spread. Tallow is a good postfire sprouter.  Is the site burnable at all? If it burns, what will the result be?  Because the fire interval is getting longer instead of shorter, these questions are hard to answer in a short time. 
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Severity of problem

C
ost

2
Established, 
not harming

4
Altering fire 

regime

3
Spreading, 

causing harm

1
Not here (yet)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most invasives experts agree on the pattern of escalating cost & decreasing effectiveness as an invasion proceeds. Let’s tie the concept to the 4 stages of invasion in a fire-dependent community.Prevention is by far the cheapest option & most likely to succeed. Thus CONSTANT VIGILANCE (a little voice should be chanting “pay attention” or “monitor, monitor, monitor”), early detection, eradication.If it’s established & persisting, the more you have the less likely/more expensive eradication will be. If it’s spreading rapidly, success goes down & cost goes up. If you get to the stage where the fire regime is altered, you’re facing not just weed eradication and some rehab, but also trying to restore a process.  It may not be possible.  If possible, it’s likely to be expensive.



1
Plant species is not yet 
established in the area. 

2
Plant species is 

established but not 
causing substantial 
ecological effects

3
Plant species spreads 
and causes ecological 

harm other than affecting 
the fire regime

4
Fire regime is altered and 

an invasive plant/fire 
regime cycle is 

established

1
Plant species is not yet 
established in the area, 

but a source of 
propagules is nearby 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paradox: Cheapest & most effective time to control is on left side, yet at the time you may not be certain it’s invasive in the sense of causing harm. In fact, it could even be the opposite! “Rule of 10s” (Williamson & Fitter 1996): 10% of species that arrive can survive (“establish”). 10% of species that establish are able to persist (become “naturalized”). 10% of persisting spp become invasive



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fire regime change may be rarely documented, but many invasives influence fuels in subtle ways that, over time, have potential to change the fire regime. Examples?	The climbing ferns can act as ladder fuels in southern Florida, also spot readily. This is bringing crown fire into pine hammocks where fires were previously on the surface. There’s variety though: Although Japanese climbing fern occurs along much of the Gulf coast, it is sensitive to frost, which kills it back to the ground every winter. In the Mississippi coastal plain, this species is considered a nuisance but not severely invasive. Doesn’t seem to be changing fuels substantially, probably not affecting the fire regime.	Spotted knapweed isn’t the same fluffy, fire-carrying fuel as the native grass complex in western Montana. Here you see the narrow strips needed to burn the stuff, even still nonuniformly, on a sort-of-grassy hillside. Over time, would this subtle change in fuels expand fire return intervals so the community cannot thrive?	Cogon grass: Very strong rhizomes (can grow through the root of a pine) “force” the tree to grow more & more shallow roots, which then are closer than before to the surface & more vulnerable to fire-caused mortality. May not change the fire regime, but can change community composition radically.



1
Plant species is not yet 
established in the area. 

2
Plant species is 

established but not 
causing substantial 
ecological effects

Present & Neutral?

1
Plant species is not yet 
established in the area, 

but a source of 
propagules is nearby 

or Ecological  Benefit?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned before, even in discussion of the climbing fern, “nonnative” isn’t necessarily “invasive” and many nonnatives have ecological value. Example: Salsify is present in several sagebrush communities but not causing apparent harm (not dominant). It’s a substantial part of diet for sage-grouse, a T&E species, as well as sharp-tailed & dusky grouse. Ecological benefit of nonnative (not “invasive” ) species.



3.  Understand how prescribed fire 
can increase weeds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can PF increase weeds? First and foremost, follow the logic.



1.  Don’t invite the dragon home
Where are the weedy areas?  

Which weeds? 

How do they spread  “naturally”?

AVOID  INVADED AREAS IF POSSIBLE

CLEAN UP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This issue follows the material published to keep invasives out of wilfire areas. Keep in mind the medical mantra, “Do no harm.” Fire suppression best practices:~~before, during & after prescribed fire~~before, during, after related treatments, eg, logging, spraying, biocontrol	Anything you bring in– not only ask if it’s weed-free, certified… but is it TESTED weed-free? This practice would have been very beneficial after the 2000 Cerro Grande fire in New Mexico, where over 1 billion cheatgrass seeds were estimated to have contaminated an aerial seed mix that was applied as part of postfire management, soil stabilization treatments. DO NO HARM.



May survive fire in soil seed bank

2.  Don’t wake the sleeping dragon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If it’s present and/or nearby, then (like flu) avoid introducing it or spreading it around. 	Some plants can survive fire in the seed bank. Who wants to talk about melaleuca? (aerial seed bank) especially in low- or moderate-severity fires. Lasts only a few months after it is shed. How about St Johnswort (soil seed bank): widespread in US, designated as noxious in 7 states and 2 provinces of Canada. Seeds dispersed by wind, water, humans, and other animals– occasionally shows up after disturbance or fire in places where it wasn’t observed before. Seed banking ( excellent up to 3 yr, possibly >50 yr) Seed scarified by heating



May sprout following top-kill by fire

2.  Don’t wake the sleeping dragon

What else????

Presenter
Presentation Notes
St. J cont’d: Lateral roots occur as deep as 3 inches below the soil surface, where even severe fire isn’t likely to kill them. Many reports from different habitats report sprouting after fire.



Why doesn’t cheatgrass take over the world? 

3.  If you bring the dragon home or wake it 
up, don’t give it a warm welcome

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Address invasibility– what shape is your site in? Are you creating better conditions for the weed while you try to do something else? Why doesn’t cheatgrass take over the world? Why does it not create problems in the alpine tundra (yet)? Part of answer is the match between competitive ability & site invasibility. Louisa Evers says, in Basin Big sagebrush, potential for cheatgrass invasion depends a lot on history of grazing & soil disturbance. In Wyoming Big sage country, the sites just plain seem to be more vulnerable.



1. Remove litter

2. Remove canopy

3. Reduce cover of 
native vegetation

4. Disturb soil

3.  If you bring the dragon home or wake it 
up, don’t give it a warm welcome

4 ways to increase invasibility:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be aware of past disturbance, minimize further disturbance (grazing?)Be aware of native spp abundance & vigor; seed or plant, if site was degraded before fireLook out for secondary, tertiary invasion??



Cheatgrass response to CO2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaking of a warm welcome: Increasing atmospheric CO2 complicates management in many ways. Here’s a scary graph showing cheatgrass response to various levels of CO2. In addition to these results, cheatgrass grown at carbon dioxide levels representative of current conditions matures more quickly, produces more seed, and produces significantly more heat per unit biomass when burned (associated with reduced mineral and lignin concentrations) than cheatgrass grown at “preindustrial” carbon dioxide levels. Has our cheatgrass problem in the Great Basin been triggered by elevated CO2 over a whole century? What’s missing from this analysis: We don’t know if native grasses respond in the same way, less vigorously, or moreso. Unfortunately, we do have that kind of information on red brome in the Mojave Desert. In an environment with elevated carbon dioxide, red brome density increased while density of four native annuals decreased. 



Presence & 
proximity Invasive plant 

properties relating 
to fireEcosystem 

properties
Invasibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve just covered the 3 ingredients of a successful postfire invasion:1) If it’s not anywhere near the area you’re managing, you don’t have a problem– yet.  You’re in prevention mode, thank your lucky stars. What are the local weeds? Where are they & where are they coming from? Don’t bring the dragon home.2) How do they regenerate if they’re already onsite? What conditions make them thrive– especially after fire? Don’t wake the sleeping dragon.3) Where do your ecosystems have those weed-welcoming conditions? If you do bring the dragon home or wake him up, don’t give it a warm welcome.



4. Understand strategies for using fire 
to reduce weeds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This requires strategic thinking, far-reaching & interdisciplinary objectives, careful planning.



Native 
species

Invasive 
species

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the native plant community is already gone, you’re rebuilding/rehabilitating & you can beat on the invasive all you want. But let’s assume you have an invasion, not a catastrophe, ie, you have a native plant community that you want to keep. The trick is, to find something the weed can’t stand and the native flora can. We can “target” life-forms with herbicides too: If we’re cutting invasive trees, that’s a clear target; how do we find the target with fire? If the invasive can’t stand fire at all, you’ve got your answer. Does anyone know ANY of these? I don’t. Remember, we call them “invasive” because they’re good enough survivors & reproducers to get noticed.



Native 
species

Invasive 
species

Fire type Intensity
Severity Seasonality
Frequency Size & uniformity

More 
sensitive 
than 
native 
spp in 
some 
way

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More likely is there are some subtle ways in which the invasive is more sensitive than the desired spp to some aspect of the fire regime. These are its Achilles’ heels, and we hope it has many. 



Native 
species

Invasive 
species

Fire type Intensity
Severity Seasonality
Frequency Size & uniformity

If wanted & 
unwanted respond 
similarly to all 
aspects of fire, 
then control with 
fire unlikely…
by itself.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s one of the few real, working “rules” about fire & weeds: If wanted & unwanted spp all respond similarly to all aspects of fire, we’re unlikely to be able to use fire to control them. Unless integrated with other strategies.A few examples of both:



Kentucky bluegrass

Bluestems & others

Smooth brome

Fire type Intensity
Severity Seasonality
Frequency Size & uniformity

Native ryegrasses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kentucky bluegrass– rhizomatous, cool-season (starts growth before most native prairie grasses), lots of it in tallgrass prairie.Iowa: Bluegrass starts growing, burn it, it declines & natives increase. Wisconsin: Late fall/early spring burns in tallgrass prairie remnants (8 in 10 yrs) reduced bluegrass. Mid-spring fires not so good: Reduced bluegrass but also 2 native wildryes. Hmm… fall fire might be a place to start in restoring this prairie.IL tallgrass prairie: Late April fires eliminated bluegrass, which started growth in early April. Smooth brome started growth just before the burns; they reduced productivity but didn’t eliminate it. Fall fires weren’t tried in that study, but it might be worth a try.



Monitor.
Adapt.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What I like about this example is, it shows some of the subtleties of using fire to manage invasives (seasonality, complexity of a 2+-invasive system… and it illustrates the cycle of trying something, watching carefully & paying attention to detail (“monitoring”), adjusting, trying again, etc. (adaptive management).



Fire type Intensity
Severity Seasonality
Frequency Size & uniformity

Desired annual grasses

Medusahead … seed

Joe DiTomaso

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another grass: Medusahead, nonnative annual grass in CA grasslands… was burned at different stages in life cycle. Matures a bit later than the desired annual grasses. (Keep in mind that, in CA grassland, very little is native but some nonnatives are “desired”. In early June, medusahead seed was still maturing & high in moisture (“milk to early dough”) and  still on the stem. Desired grasses were cured so there was sufficient fuel to burn. Slow-moving backfire, was more effective than headfire. Maybe also backfire got more seed that had already fallen & was in litter?Again, they tried a couple of different things. The cycle of try, watch, try again. Fine tune it.  PF may be hatchet rather than a “scalpel”, but there are ways to sharpen it.



Fire type Intensity
Severity Seasonality
Frequency Size & uniformity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mixed-grass prairie in SD– trying to get rid of absinth wormwood, an Artemisia (sage) species, with buds on or near the soil surface. The native spp are, typical of prairie, quite robust to fire... Also native spp must have been productive after burning because: Four early May fires within 5 years (pretty impressive rejuvenation of fuel for an area that’s fairly dry) reduced it by 96%. They were taking advantage of the relative sensitivity of wormwood compared to the resilience of native flora. Severe fire wasn’t necessarily for those shallow buds.



Fire type Intensity
Severity Seasonality
Frequency Size & uniformity

USDA ARS Integrated Management

ND State

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The same fire regime characteristics apply in integrated management.  Here’s a neat one: You may want to reduce your weed with fire (“eliminate” can be desirable, but it may not be possible, espcially at first). If you have a biocontrol insect such as this Aphthona (flea beetle), you don’t want to eliminate it completely & have to reintroduce. Burn at a time when the insect is unlikely to be harmed (same ideas as manipulating plant phenology– it is a desired species).  Flea beetles were introduced in ND grasslands invaded by leafy spurge. Some plots were burned in mid-Oct, some in mid-May, when adults were inactive & juveniles were below ground. Beetle populations weren’t reduced. Other experiments demonstrated the beetles reducing leafy spurge in nearby locations.Is your goal really eradication? Can eradication be forever? If you eliminate the plant completely, the biocontrol will starve & the weed can easily reestablish. Uniformity may not be helpful. Patchy burn, leaving some refugia, may be desirable!



Fire type Intensity
Severity Seasonality
Frequency Size & uniformity

Integrated 
Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally… There are many techniques to reduce Scotch broom in Doug-fir forests & oak woodlands of the NW. It sprouts after fire, but in CA fall fires (more severe than spring– n. CA shown here) caused some mortality. Herbicide may be used to get high mortality. It also seed banks & fire scarification leads to prolific germination. So fire is used to consume herbicided stems & get a severe fire, which also initiates germination. Then the site has to be burned, seedlings pulled, or herbicide used within 3 years to reduce or eliminate the plant.



Goal:

Andrew Moyes, Santa Monica NRA

EradicationPrevention

ReductionMaintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a 2nd good generalization: With invasives, you can’t just take some mgmt action & walk away. You have a mess & want to reduce it; once it’s reduced, you’ll have to maintain it (unless you have a lucky biocontrol available). If you finally, amazingly, eradicate it, this is not forever either: If it’s nearby, will it be back? If it’s nowhere near, you still have a site that can be vulnerable to invasion & may be quite invasible after all the eradication activity. You’re back to prevention, Square One. And not just prevention the invasion you recently eliminated– if you disturb it, someone will come!Hence worries about warming temperatures, more severe or longer droughts, longer growing seasons…



1. Recognize limits to knowledge about fire & weeds
2. Understand relationships among fire, site, weed 

invasions, & fire regime
3. Understand how prescribed fire can increase 

weeds
4. Understand strategies for using fire to reduce 

weeds
5. Recognize need to apply experience & monitoring 

to improve management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So these were the objectives. We went thru the first 4 in detail. If you haven’t heard me hit the 5th one at least once, you’ve slept through the past hour.



1. Recognize limits to knowledge about fire & weeds
2. Understand relationships among fire, site, weed 

invasions, & fire regime
3. Understand how prescribed fire can increase 

weeds
4. Understand strategies for using fire to reduce 

weeds
5.  Recognize need to apply experience & monitoring 

to improve management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m not going to say it again… but I’ll highlight it, because…



Thanks!
Let FEIS know what you learn:
jsmith09@fs.fed.us

Monitor.
Adapt.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managing without monitoring is like driving in this kind of traffic, all going 70 mph, and no one has a rear-view mirror… This means we have no idea what’s coming up to nab us from behind. Pay attention!
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